GW’s Institute for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies is pleased to announce the full launch of the English-Russian PONARS Eurasia website

PONARS Eurasia (the Program on New Approaches to Research and Security in Eurasia) is a global network of social scientists who conduct policy-relevant work on Russia, Central Asia, and other post-Soviet states. With unique perspectives from leading scholars on breaking events and larger trends, the program’s website now includes:

**Frequent commentary** by an increasing roster of member-bloggers, anchored by:
- Dmitry Gorenburg (CNA; Davis Center at Harvard), Security and Military Issues | [recent posts](http://www.ponarseurasia.org)
- Shairbek Juraev (OSCE Academy in Bishkek), Central Asia Region | [recent posts](http://www.ponarseurasia.org)
- Andrey Makarychev (University of Tartu), EU-Russia Neighborhood | [recent posts](http://www.ponarseurasia.org)
- Sufian Zhemukhov (George Washington University), Caucasus | [recent posts](http://www.ponarseurasia.org)

**Flagship Policy Memos in Russian and English**
Russian navigation and content.

**Real-time updates** through RSS, Email, Facebook and Twitter.

“Adding regular blog commentary from our experts is a natural evolution of PONARS Eurasia, as is making memos available in the Russian language. Policymakers and professors have relied on our memos to shape their understanding of current events in the post-Soviet space,” said Cory Welt, co-director of the program and associate director of the Institute for European, Russian and Eurasian Studies (IERES) at GW’s Elliott School of International Affairs.

Members/Experts are available for media commentary.

**INQUIRIES:**
Alexander Schmemann
Managing Editor, PONARS Eurasia
Tel: (202) 994-2072
aschmem@gwu.edu

PONARS Eurasia is supported by Carnegie Corporation of New York, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, and the George Washington University.
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